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                    Abstract
One widely-endorsed argument in the experimental philosophy literature maintains that intuitive judgments are unreliable because they are influenced by the order in which thought experiments prompting those judgments are presented. Here, we explicitly state this argument from ordering effects and show that any plausible understanding of the argument leads to an untenable conclusion. First, we show that the normative principle is ambiguous. On one reading of the principle, the empirical observation is well-supported, but the normative principle is false. On the other reading, the empirical observation has only weak support, and the normative principle, if correct, would impugn the reliability of deliberative reasoning, testimony, memory, and perception, since judgments in all these areas are sensitive to ordering in the relevant sense. We then reflect on what goes wrong with the argument.
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                    Notes
	Throughout this paper, we will talk about intuitive judgments and the (propositional) contents of intuitive judgments. In our experience, the term “intuition” too easily slips back and forth between a mental state and the (propositional) content of a mental state. Readers who think that intuitions are non-propositional intellectual seemings, inclinations to make judgments, or something similar may make suitable substitutions in our arguments and in the arguments that we attribute to various experimental philosophers.


	We are here treating “unreliable” as having normative content, in a sense similar to “untrustworthy.” Anyone bothered by this choice could rephrase the principle to indicate that judgments systematically affected by ordering should not be trusted or ought not to be relied on.


	In their conclusion, Swain et al. write: “Specifically, we found that intuitions about the Truetemp Case vary depending on whether, and which, other cases are presented before it. Such variability calls into question the legitimacy of using the intuitions generated by the Truetemp Case as evidence against reliabilism. But it is unclear what about this case makes it susceptible to these effects, which raises questions about the reliance on intuitions about thought-experiments more generally, especially given that this is not the only case called into question by empirical research” (153, emphasis added). They go on to write: “We certainly do not take ourselves to have offered anything like a general proof of the unreliability of all intuitions (nor do we think that any such proof would be either possible or desirable). But we do take ourselves to have raised a serious empirical worry that philosophers need to begin deciding how to address.”


	An anonymous referee worried that our choice of labels here is likely to introduce more confusion into the literature. In response, let us be very clear about our terminological choice. Consistent with standard usage in the field, we will use “order effect” to indicate any case where participants’ responses are systematically affected by the order in which stimuli are presented. The category of order effects then divides into two sub-types: the genuine or proper order effects and the updating effects. We retain the label “order effects” for one sub-type in part because that is consistent with the usage in psychology (for which see Hogarth and Einhorn 1992), in part because that sub-type is plausibly prima facie epistemically problematic in a way that the other species is not, and in part because we do not have any better, more evocative label to provide. The distinction is purely descriptive. There are two structurally different kinds of ordering effect. We label one of them “genuine ordering effects” and the other “updating effects.”


	We are not assuming that judgments or cognitive processes that exhibit updating effects are reliable. What we are claiming is that the fact that a judgment or cognitive process exhibits an updating effect is not prima facie reason to think that judgment or cognitive process is not reliable. Put another way: If all one knows about a judgment is that it exhibits an updating effect, that doesn’t provide a reason to think that it is unreliable. It might be unreliable, but whether or not it is unreliable depends on much more than sensitivity to ordering. For example, perhaps a judgment is sensitive to an irrelevant feature. However, we think it is too hasty to conclude that prior cases are an irrelevant feature as we will discuss in the next few pages of the paper.


	One point of interest is that if researchers have participants’ retrieve a source story from long term memory, and both the target and the source stories are particularly long, stories with superficial similarity are more likely to influence people’s judgments about the target story than stories that are structurally similar to each other. However, in the empirical studies of philosophical ordering effects, the thought experiments presented to people are both short and presented without delay between each thought experiment (see Hogarth and Einhorn’s meta-analysis for why length of vignette hinders ordering effects).


	Hummel (personal communication) tells us: “There is no precise definition [of a schema]. Generally, it is a structured (i.e., explicitly relational; formally more powerful than a simple feature list) representation that summarizes the core/common properties of some domain of knowledge, especially the most important relations (including higher-order relations) governing that domain.” See Table 3 in Hummel and Holyoak (2003) for a short list of functional properties that schemas have.


	See Horne et al. (2013) for a similar account.


	However, at this point it is unknown whether people update their schemas explicitly or implicitly.


	In typical cases, what we are calling the background belief will actually be a network of related beliefs.


	The Control Case was the Coupon Case: the 9th non-moral dilemma from the supplementary materials of Greene et al. (2001).


	In the Control Condition, the mean response was \(\hbox {M}=5.8, \hbox {SD}=1.2\).


	In Condition 2, the mean response was \(\hbox {M}=5.1, \hbox {SD}= 1.56\). In Condition 3, the mean response was \(\hbox {M}=4.1, \hbox {SD}= 1.52\).


	Here we note several other measures these researchers took to rule out alternative hypotheses for their results. In light of well-known difficulties with spontaneous recall of source problems (Gick and Holyoak 1983), we have every reason to believe these measures were effective. First, the scale participants responded on only had the endpoints labeled. Consequently, participants had very little information to go on about the degree of agreement they were assigning to their belief (e.g., 73 out of 100 agreement with the belief). For this reason, it would be extremely difficult for participants to recover the exact position of their response on the scale during the first phase of the study, especially because this belief was one of many controversial beliefs that participants had to consider. Finally, the moral dilemma used to manipulate people’s beliefs (i.e., the Transplant dilemma) was embedded among many other moral dilemmas, half of which were related to distractor beliefs noted above. In sum, the presence of belief distractors and dilemma distractors, as well as the scale Horne and colleagues used, make it much more likely that people merely reported their beliefs during phases 1 and 2 of the study, rather than remembering their rating in the first phase of the study and altering their agreement rating accordingly during the second phase of the study.


	Whereas ordinary Bayesian conditionalization is given by the equation \(Cr_{New} (p)=Cr_{Old} (p|e)\), the simplest case of Jeffrey conditionalization is given by the equation \(Cr_{New} (p)=Cr_{Old} (p|e)\cdot Cr_{New} (e)+Cr_{Old} (p|\sim e)\cdot Cr_{New} (\sim e)\) to account for the fact that we might not be certain about our evidence e for the proposition p.


	Although we will not focus on it here, the way that Lange describes the evidence also problematizes, we think, how to count the number of pieces of evidence one has. When a child sees her mother laugh and then scowl, does she see and experience a single thing (a laugh-to-scowl) or two things (a laugh and a scowl)? If she experiences two things, does she also experience temporal succession or is each event indexed by time? And if the time index matters to the nature of her experience, isn’t that just to sneak in the supposedly irrelevant information about the order of her pieces of evidence? We have no answers to these questions at present, but surely anyone interested in defending an order-invariance principle must answer them.


	And that same response problematizes conclusions drawn from the psychological research we surveyed in Sect. 3 as well. Thanks to Conor Mayo-Wilson for pointing this out.


	We are not here endorsing the view that differences in the judgments participants make are actually due to differences in how vividly they imagine the cases; our goal here is merely to give a how-possibly reconstruction. But as far as we know, the experimental evidence is consistent with such a view. For example, differences in vividness, as opposed to differences in personal contact, might be consistent with Schwitzgebel and Cushman ’s (2015) results respecting the Footbridge, Trapdoor, and Switch variants of the Trolley dilemma.
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